This paper deals with the quenching problem of electromagnetic vibration of the motor using dynamic absorbers. The iron stator of motor is modeled by circular ring, and the two dynamic absorbers are installed on the outside of the circular ring. The solutions of forced vibration of the system are obtained by the theoretical analysis and the finite element analysis followed by the numerical simulation. Following was made clear from these analyses: (1) By installing two dynamic absorbers leaving an angle that is not equals to the one between any loops of the mode to be quenched, the amplitude of the iron stator becomes zero theoretically around the circumference of the circular ring, namely, the iron stator is perfectly quenched. (2) By installing two dynamic absorbers leaving an angle that is equals to the one between loop and node of the mode to be quenched, the quenched region near resonance frequency becomes the largest one. (3) In the frequency region that is higher than natural frequency, if manufacturing error is considered, the natural frequency of the dynamic absorbers must be a little higher than the frequency of electromagnetic force. (4) The results obtained by the theoretical analysis and those obtained by the finite element analysis followed by the numerical simulation were in good agreement qualitatively.
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緒 言

電動機では，エアギャップにおける固定子と回転子の高調波磁束の相互干渉によって生じる電磁力が固定 子と回転子間に作用している．固定子は薄肉の電磁鋼板を積層した特殊な構造をしているため，固有振動数 の予測が難しく，この電磁力により固定子が振動し，電磁騒音
式 (12)～ (15)から，式 (12)と式 (14)が連成し，また，式 (13) 
